**QUIET DEPLOY™**

**WITH VELCRO® BRAND TECHNOLOGY**

---

**GERBER’S QUIETEST SHEATH.**

**COVERT:**
+ Unidirectional hooks for reduced audible resonance

**DURABLE:**
+ Uniform hook geometry for sliding disengagement & lasting performance

---

**EQUIPMENT**

**NEW CUSTOMFIT™ SHEATHS**

**MINI PRY BAR™**

**ENTRENCHING TOOL [E-TOOL]™**

**FOLDING SPADE**

**IMPROMPTU PEN™**

**MACHETES**

**NEW COMPACT CLEARPATH™**

**NEW BROADCUT™**

---

Products shown are not to scale.
NYLON RESIN UNIDIRECTIONAL 1

GERBER’S QUIETEST SHEATH.

COVERT:
+ Unidirectional hooks for reduced audible resonance

DURABLE:
+ Uniform hook geometry for sliding disengagement & lasting performance

WITH VELCRO® BRAND TECHNOLOGY

QUIET DEPLOY
™

PULL DOWN & OUT
TO ENGAGE

CUSTOMFIT™ SHEATHS
NEW

US-ASSIST™

The US-Assist. Designed and built in Portland, Oregon, this assisted-opening knife offers Gerber’s smoothest, most consistent deployment to date. Including B.O.S.S. Tech™, it features a ball-bearing system to reduce friction & provide stable performance for the long haul. Intuitively designed and painstakingly tested, the US-Assist is the next generation of the everyday pocket knife.

CLOSED LENGTH: 4.7”
OPEN LENGTH: 7.2”
WEIGHT: 9.5 OZ

B.O.S.S. TECH™ [Balls of Stainless Steel]

-- BALL-BEARING DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM
-- PLUNGE LOCK CROSSTBOLT SYSTEM
-- DUAL RAMPED THUMBSTUDS
-- SCRATCH-RESISTANT CLIP

BOX 3Ø-ØØ1295 FINE EDGE S3ØV BLADE PLUNGE LOCK DUAL THUMBSTUDS POCKET CLIP
BOX 3Ø-ØØ1296 FINE EDGE 42ØHC BLADE PLUNGE LOCK DUAL THUMBSTUDS POCKET CLIP
BLISTER 31-ØØ3195 FINE EDGE 42ØHC BLADE PLUNGE LOCK DUAL THUMBSTUDS POCKET CLIP
BLISTER 31-ØØ3196 SERRATED 42ØHC BLADE PLUNGE LOCK DUAL THUMBSTUDS POCKET CLIP

NEW

CENTER-DRIVE™

The Center-Drive. Gerber’s new multi-tool that offers uncompromising performance through revolutionary design. The innovative center-axis driver opens to align like a real screw driver, yielding maximum torque and rotation. No productivity is sacrificed with the addition of a 30% longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening sliding jaws. Full size, real tools - the multi-tool just got a reality check.

CLOSING LENGTH: 3.8”
OPEN LENGTH: 6.6”
WEIGHT: 9.5 OZ

CENTER AXIS TECH™

-- ONE-THUMB OPENING SYSTEM
-- SPRING-LOADED PLIERS
-- CENTER AXIS DRIVER
-- FULL SIZE FINE EDGE BLADE
-- SHEATH INCLUDED

BOX 3Ø-ØØ1193 ROTATABLE CARBIDE WIRE CUTTERS + STRIPPERS PRY BAR, NAIL PULLER + BOTTLE OPENER SHEATH
BOX 3Ø-ØØ1194 ROTATABLE CARBIDE WIRE CUTTERS + STRIPPERS PRY BAR, NAIL PULLER + BOTTLE OPENER BITSET + SHEATH
BOX 3Ø-ØØ1195 ROTATABLE CARBIDE WIRE CUTTERS + STRIPPERS PRY BAR, NAIL PULLER + BOTTLE OPENER MOLLE SHEATH
BLISTER 31-ØØ3073 ROTATABLE CARBIDE WIRE CUTTERS + STRIPPERS PRY BAR, NAIL PULLER + BOTTLE OPENER BITSET + MOLLE SHEATH
BLISTER 31-ØØ3074 ROTATABLE CARBIDE WIRE CUTTERS + STRIPPERS PRY BAR, NAIL PULLER + BOTTLE OPENER MOLLE SHEATH

“Everything I need, and none of the crap I don’t.”
– SHAWN, OMAHA, NE

“It opens really fast and smooth, every time.”
– ALICIA ELFVING, OREGON

Get a reality check at center-drive.com
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GDC [GERBER DAILY CARRY]

GDC HOOK KNIFE™

GDC MONEY CLIP™

GDC TECH SKIN™ POCKET KNIFE

GDC – ZIP BLADE™ / ZIP LIGHT™

MULTI-TOOLS

CABLE DAWG™

DIESEL™

DIME™

MP1™

GDC Money Clip

Box 3Ø-00083 FINE EDGE

Box 3Ø-00084 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

Box 3Ø-00085 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

MP1 Tool Kit

Made in China & Taiwan

BLISTER 31-00134 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

BLISTER 31-00122 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

BLISTER 31-00123 BLACK BLADELESS

BLISTER 31-00077 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

BLISTER 31-00142 NEEDLE NOSE

BLISTER 47563 NEEDLE NOSE STAINLESS

BLISTER 47550 NEEDLE NOSE BLACK

GLASS CABLE DAWG™

GLASS DIESEL™

GLASS DIME™

GLASS MP1™

GLASS GDC Money Clip

GLASS Box 3Ø-00083 FINE EDGE

GLASS Box 3Ø-00084 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

GLASS Box 3Ø-00085 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

GLASS MP1 Tool Kit

Made in China & Taiwan

GLASS BLISTER 31-00134 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

GLASS BLISTER 31-00122 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

GLASS BLISTER 31-00123 BLACK BLADELESS

GLASS BLISTER 31-00077 BLACK RETAIL PACKAGE OPENER

GLASS BLISTER 31-00142 NEEDLE NOSE

GLASS BLISTER 47563 NEEDLE NOSE STAINLESS

GLASS BLISTER 47550 NEEDLE NOSE BLACK

GLASS GLASS CABLE DAWG™

GLASS GLASS DIESEL™

GLASS GLASS DIME™

GLASS GLASS MP1™

GLASS GLASS GDC Money Clip

GLASS GLASS Box 3Ø-00083 FINE EDGE

GLASS GLASS Box 3Ø-00084 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

GLASS GLASS Box 3Ø-00085 FINE EDGE/DROP POINT

GLASS GLASS MP1 Tool Kit

Made in China & Taiwan

GLASS Products shown are not to scale.